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Under current Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) requirements, all
new Federal information technology (IT) programs and modernization efforts using blockchain
must meet National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) cryptographic standards.
This report evaluates four major blockchain technologies–Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, R3’s
Corda, and Multichain–to determine their level of NIST compliance. The intent is to provide
Federal IT managers with the critical information they need to determine which blockchain
platforms may be used in their projects.
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1 Introduction

Blockchain has taken the information technology (IT)
world by storm. Although it will not solve all the prob-
lems for which it has been proposed [1], there are use cases
for which blockchain is a viable data storage mechanism.
These cases include IT projects in the Federal government,
whether developed publicly, privately, or as a public-private
partnership.

This report examines four major blockchain technologies:
Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, R3’s Corda, and Multichain.
Using an evaluation standard based on relevant National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) cryptographic
standards (cryptographic hashing, digital signatures, and
pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs)), we evaluate
each blockchain technology to determine its level of NIST
compliance.

This analysis is vital to Federal IT managers and contrac-
tors because NIST cryptographic standards are mandatory
under current Federal Information Security Management Act
of 2002 (FISMA) requirements [2]. All new IT programs and
modernization efforts using blockchain must meet these stan-
dards. Federal IT managers can use the information in this
report to determine which blockchain platforms are suitable
for their projects.

In order to evaluate compliance with NIST standards, we
decomposed the analysis into two steps. First, we consider
whether the cryptographic algorithms and key lengths used
by each blockchain platformmeetNIST requirements. Second,
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if the algorithm is acceptable, we determine whether the im-
plementation has been validated by the NIST Cryptographic
Module Validation Program (CMVP). Both requirements are
necessary to ensure compliance with NIST cryptographic
standards.

1.1 Roadmap

In Section 2, we discuss the criteria used to determine
which blockchain technologies to evaluate. We then describe
in greater detail the blockchain technologies meeting the
criteria and explain why some other well-known platforms
were not considered. Section 3 provides a list of relevant
NIST standards and guidelines for cryptographic implemen-
tation. Section 4 then presents the analysis of how each
blockchain technology uses different cryptographic algo-
rithms and whether these uses comply with NIST require-
ments. Lastly, in Sections 4 and 5 we discuss our findings
and present conclusions.

2 Blockchain Platforms

Many blockchain-based technologies have emerged since
the initial introduction of Bitcoin [3]. Some of these are
relatively trivial systems that cannot be used for general pur-
poses. However, many are business-oriented applications
that can be considered for Federal projects. In the interest of
simplifying this analysis, we established criteria to reduce
the full breadth of available blockchain technologies to a
handful of technologies meeting a primary set of charac-
teristics. These characteristics demonstrate key properties
required for any technology used in a Federal project.

2.1 Selection Criteria

The Federal government has been investigating potential
applications of blockchain. Areas considered or under con-
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sideration include supply chain management [4] and finan-
cial systems [5]. These application areas are necessarily as
diverse as the services the Federal government provides. As
such, there are many requirement definitions that blockchain
technology could be expected to fulfill.

However, blockchain is not a single unified technology.
Some blockchain implementations provide rich interfaces
to support complex distributed applications. Other imple-
mentations provide more limited functionality, with limited
programmability. Different blockchain systems are better
suited to solving different business problems [6]. Accord-
ingly, we considered blockchain implementations that fit the
following parameters:

1. Is supported by a single business or consortium re-
sponsible for developing standards and guiding future
work

2. Allows independent, private chains without limiting
the application to a single global network

3. Is well supported by developer libraries that allow soft-
ware developers easy access to data and protocols of
the blockchain system

These parameters are designed to provide the core services
necessary for almost any Federal IT project using blockchain
technology.

2.2 Selection of Blockchains for Evaluation

Based on the criteria listed in Section 2.1, we selected five
blockchain technologies. Where possible, we detail related
products that should be considered equivalent to the selected
blockchain technologies.

Hyperledger Fabric. The Hyperledger Project is a col-
lection of independent blockchain frameworks and tools that
provide a diverse set of capabilities. Hyperledger Fabric is a
general-purpose blockchain system, originally developed by
IBM [7], that focuses on flexibility for a range of deployment
needs. Other Hyperledger framework projects include Iroha,
which is tailored to mobile applications, and Hyperledger
Indy, which targets identity management applications.

The Project is overseen by the Linux Foundation, based
in the United States [8]. Direct control of the Hyperledger
ecosystem is provided by the Hyperledger Project’s Govern-
ing Board.

Hyperledger Fabric is a private blockchain requiring con-
firmed identification to access the blockchain in a “permis-
sioned” configuration. According to the Hyperledger Project,
developers assume that business blockchain networks will
operate in an “environment of partial trust,” with that partial
trust enforced through the identification requirement [9].

Hyperledger Fabric is adequately supported by developer
libraries. There are software development kits (SDKs) avail-
able for JavaScript via Node.js for Java, and all Java virtual

machine (JVM)-based languages. The Hyperledger Project
also provides Python, representational state transfer (REST),
and Go libraries.

Hyperledger Fabric meets the selection criteria and will
be evaluated against the NIST cryptographic standards.

Ethereum. Ethereum is an open-source blockchain
system designed to support distributed applications called
“smart contracts” [10]. The Ethereum Foundation, based in
Switzerland [11], guides development and provides limited
oversight.

Ethereum operates on its own global public blockchain
network but can also be used to create private blockchains.
These private blockchains do not require access to external
resources and can run independently. Further, Ethereum
documentation provides explicit instructions for creating
private Ethereum networks [10].

Ethereum is also well supported with developer libraries.
Ethereum libraries are available for Python, Java, and
JavaScript, making integration with major IT products fea-
sible [12]. Third-party libraries are also available for Ruby,
and Java libraries are accessible from JVM-based languages.

Ethereum meets the selection criteria and will be evalu-
ated against NIST cryptographic standards.

R3 Corda. The Corda system is an open-source dis-
tributed ledger technology based on blockchain. However,
unlike previously described blockchain architectures, Corda
is not a single chain of blocks, where all nodes have all blocks.
Instead, transactions are only added to the chains owned by
nodes that require access to those transactions [13]. The
design of Corda allows users to ensure that only parties who
need to know certain data on the ledger have access to that
data. AlthoughCorda does not strictlymeet the requirements
of a blockchain technology, it borrows substantially from
blockchain and generally bills itself as a blockchain. For the
purposes of this analysis, it has therefore been included.

Corda is managed by R3 LLC, a New York-based firm with
members that include a number of international banks. R3 is
dedicated to creating a blockchain ecosystem suitable for real-
world financial use [14]. R3 has open-sourced Corda under
the Apache licensing, model but also provides a Corda Enter-
prise product that includes service level agreements (SLAs),
support for enterprise applications, and technical support
[15].

Corda does not provide a public blockchain option and is
geared toward use as a private and permissioned blockchain.
Corda manages permissions through identities, using X.509
certificates to provide identities to individuals, roles, and
entities [16]. This has the advantage of allowing develop-
ers to use an existing or compatible framework for identity
management to govern access to their blockchain.

Because Corda is implemented on the JVM [17], it is rel-
atively easy to access via Java and Java-based languages.
However, we were unable to identify libraries for directly
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accessing Corda from outside the JVM.
Despite this limitation, we can conclude that Corda

marginally meets the selection criteria. We will evaluate
it against the NIST cryptography standards.

Multichain. Multichain is a blockchain platform avail-
able in an open-source version licensed according to the
terms of the General Public License (GPL), and a commercial
version that does not include the GPL restrictions but does
include an SLA [18]. Multichain is provided by Coin Sci-
ences Ltd., a United Kingdom-based company that conducts
Multichain development and sells the commercial version
[19].

Multichain provides private chains for application devel-
opers and does not include a public option [20]. This plat-
form uses a system of private permissions for accessing and
adding data to the chain. The privacy system is secured by
submitting transactions that contain metadata to document
and provide credentials for access control changes.

Multichain has a clearly defined application programming
interface exposed via JavaScript Object Notation-Remote
Procedure Call (JSON-RPC) protocol [21]. Accordingly, any
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) library will allow for Multi-
chain connectivity. However, this does mean that interfaces
are not exposed in native forms for developers. In addi-
tion, Multichain fully supports the Bitcoin protocol, and any
Bitcoin-compatible library can be used with Multichain [22].

We conclude that Multichain marginally meets the selec-
tion criteria. We will evaluate it against the NIST cryptogra-
phy standards.

2.3 Other Blockchain Technologies

Several other blockchain technologies considered for eval-
uation in this analysis substantially failed to meet the selec-
tion criteria. For reference, we include them here along with
the reason for failure.

Openchain is a platform developed by Coinprism to pro-
vide an asset tracking mechanism based on blockchain [23].
Openchain is available in an open-source model under the
Apache license with support from Coinprism. However,
Coinprism appears to have shut down in early 2018, although
the open-source edition is still available onGitHub. Given the
lack of a central authority guiding Openchain development,
we have excluded it from this analysis.

The Stellar blockchain by the Stellar Development Foun-
dation is not a general-purpose blockchain but is instead in-
tended for financial transactions [24]. Chain Core is another
financial transaction blockchain. Because neither platform
is general purpose, they are excluded from this analysis.

Similarly, we have excluded many other single-purpose
digital currencies. These are not general-purpose
blockchains, cannot provide critical functionality, and
are not suitable for Federal deployment in most cases.

3 Analysis Criteria

3.1 NIST Federal Information Processing Standards

NIST is responsible for providing the Federal Information
Processing Standards (FIPS) series of documents. These docu-
ments describe various methods for standardizing computer
technology throughout the Federal government. Because
the Federal government is a leading buyer of computational
resources, FIPS has become the global de facto standard.

Several FIPS documents focus on cryptographic and secu-
rity standards to ensure compatibility across vendors and
agencies. We detail the cryptographic standards relevant to
blockchain implementations as follows.

3.2 Hash Algorithms

Cryptographic hash functions are specialized hash algo-
rithms that are computationally infeasible to revert [25]. This
makes the hash algorithms suitable for use in cryptographic
applications. Blockchains rely on this computational diffi-
culty for multiple aspects of security.

NIST has provided approvals for a number of cryptographic
hash algorithms for Federal use. Approved standard hashes
were developed in multiyear open contests sponsored by NIST
with substantial public review. Because of the open process,
these standards are relatively pervasive, and approved hash
algorithms are commonly available in developer libraries and
are used for applications across the software spectrum.

The first of these approvals is called SHA-2 [26]. SHA-2
is the second generation of the SHA series and provides
six standard forms: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512,
SHA-512/224 and SHA-512/256. SHA-2 has two primary defi-
nitions, one for processing 512-bit wide input blocks and one
for processing 1024-bit input blocks. In addition to the input
size, these variants differ in internal state size and output
hash size. These are summarized in Table 1.

The second current approval is the SHA-3 family, the third
generation of the SHA series of hash algorithms [27]. SHA-3
is based on the Keccak family of hash algorithms and was se-
lected by NIST in 2015 [28]. Like SHA-2, the SHA-3 family pro-
vides six standard forms: SHA-3-224, SHA- 3-256, SHA-3-384,
SHA-3-512, SHAKE128(d), and SHAKE256(d). These also differ
from each other in internal state size and output size. The
SHAKE128(d) and SHAKE256(d) algorithms are also interest-
ing because they provide arbitrary output sizes for the hash.
However, despite coming from the same series, there is little
relationship in the operation of SHA-2 and SHA-3. The SHA-3
family is summarized in Table 2.

Additional variants of the Keecak family are authorized
by NIST [29]. The cSHAKE128 and cSHAKE256 algorithms are
128-bit and 256-bit hashes that are customizable with respect
to use and intent. The TupleHash128 and TupleHash256
are 128-bit and 256-bit implementations of a hash based on
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Variant Internal State Size (bits) Output Size (bits) Input Size (bits)

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-224 256 224 512
SHA-256 256 256 512
SHA-384 512 384 1024
SHA-512 512 512 1024
SHA-512/224 512 224 1024
SHA-512/256 512 256 1024

Table 1
Overview of SHA-2 Variants

Variant Internal State Size (bits) Output Size (bits) Input Size (bits)

SHA-3-224 1600 224 1152
SHA-3-256 1600 256 1088
SHA-3-384 1600 384 832
SHA-3-512 1600 512 576
SHAKE128(d) 1600 d 1344
SHAKE256(d) 1600 d 1088

Table 2
Overview of SHA-3 Variants

Keecak. Instead of operating on an input stream, the Tuple-
Hash functions are block hashes. That is, instead of accepting
an arbitrary-length bit stream, the algorithms accept multi-
ple arbitrary-length bit streams. Finally, the ParallelHash128
and ParallelHash256 algorithms are 128-bit and 256-bit imple-
mentations of a hash algorithm designed to leverage multiple
processors to speed computation.

3.3 Digital Signature Algorithms

Digital signatures provide a mechanism to ensure infor-
mation’s authenticity [30]. Digital signatures are used exten-
sively in blockchain implementations to identify the source
of incoming data.

NIST provides three digital signature standards. The
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) [31] is defined by two
parameters and is typically denoted as DSA-(L, N), where the
parameters L and N are the bit lengths of the key’s compo-
nents. NIST has approved DSA for three combinations of L and
N: (2048, 224), (2048, 256), and (3072, 256). Implementations
of DSA may use any approved hash algorithm as provided in
FIPS 180 [32], [33].

The Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) standard, named for the
initials of its inventors (Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman) [33],
is defined by its key, where larger keys represent greater
security. NIST has specified two permissible key sizes: 2048
and 3072 bits. Unlike DSA, RSA key sizes are independent of

the size of the hash used. However, like DSA, any approved
hash algorithm may be used with RSA.

The third option for digital signatures is the Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [34]. The elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) standard, rather than presenting a single
algorithm, is a family of related algorithms defined by the
curve used to process keys. NIST provides a list of recom-
mended curves for Federal use but does not mandate a single
curve type or associate key length [31]. Like the other digital
signature algorithms, any hash used for a digital signature
must be approved in FIPS 180.

3.4 Pseudorandom number generators

In both security and non-security applications, reliable
and unpredictable random numbers are essential. The
random number generator (RNG) problem is a particularly
difficult problem for conventional computers because they
function deterministically. However, random numbers are
essential in cryptography for creating keys. Blockchains
using lottery systems for block sealing also require random
numbers, regardless of the lottery scheme used. In block
sealing, a block is committed to the distributed ledger with
a hash of the block so that the next block may be based on
it. This process is repeated for every block in a blockchain.
Many developer libraries include RNGs (or PRNGs) of varying
quality, and NIST has mandated that Federal systems must
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use one of several high-quality RNGs.
NIST has specified two families of PRNGs, one based on

block cipher algorithms and one based on hashing algorithms.
Both require a source of entropy, or random noise, that can
seed the process. The cipher-based algorithms are called
Counter-Deterministic Random Bit Generators (CTR_DRBG)
and can be used with any NIST-acceptable cipher algorithm
[35]. Accordingly, CTR_DRBG can be used with Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES)-128, AES-192, and AES-256.

The hash-based algorithms are Hash_DRBG and Keyed-
Hash Message Authentication Code DRBG (HMAC_DRBG), and
both also work with NIST-acceptable hash algorithms.

4 Evaluation of Blockchain Platforms

In this section, we apply the evaluation criteria laid out
in Section 3 to the five blockchain implementations listed in
Section 2. The results are summarized in Table 3.

4.1 Hyperledger Fabric

Hash Algorithms. Hyperledger Fabric uses SHA-256
for block sealing [36]. SHA-256 is an acceptable hash algo-
rithm according to NIST. However, Hyperledger Fabric is
implemented in the Go programming language and uses a
Go SHA-256. This implementation has not been validated by
NIST.

Digital Signatures. For digital signatures and iden-
tity management, Hyperledger Fabric provides a built-in
certificate authority (CA) [37]. Hyperledger Fabric and its CA
only support ECDSA signatures using NIST-permitted P-256,
P-384, and P-521 curves [7], [38]. These are paired with
SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512, respectively, for digital sig-
nature hash algorithms, which are all considered acceptable
by NIST.

However, Hyperledger Fabric uses a Go implementation
of ECDSA [39], which has not been validated by NIST.

4.2 Ethereum

Hash Algorithms. The Ethereum platform uses a
proof-of-work system to produce consensus among nodes
and is therefore energy-intensive [6]. However, the
Ethereum Foundation is working on evolving the platform
to rely on proof-of-stake [40]. The proof-of-work system
used by Ethereum is Ethash, which, like the SHA-3 family, is
based on the Keccak hash algorithm [41]. However, Ethash is
incompatible with SHA-3 because SHA-3 requires a different
input-padding scheme. Because of the pending change to
proof-of-stake, the Ethereum platform can be considered a
moving target for analysis and development. The analysis
provided herein is current as of the publication date.

Because Ethash does not meet NIST requirements, the im-
plementation cannot be validated.

Digital Signatures. Ethereum also fails to comply with
the NIST requirements for digital signatures. Ethereum uses
the secp256k1 elliptic curve [42], which is not one of the
elliptic curves approved by NIST.

Because secp256k1 does not meet NIST requirements, the
implementation cannot be validated.

4.3 R3 Corda

Hash Algorithms. The Corda consensus mechanism
assigns authorities called “notaries” for each data element
[13]. When a change of state occurs, the assigned notary
attests to current data elements that have not been used
for another state transition. This process ensures transac-
tions are completed and consensus is achieved across the
blockchain. Despite these differences from other consensus
mechanisms, Corda uses SHA-256 for transaction sealing [43].
SHA-256 is an acceptable hash algorithm according to NIST.

R3 Corda is implemented in the Kotlin and Java program-
ming languages [16], and the SHA-256 implementation pro-
vided by the native Java environment is used for hashing.
There aremultiple implementations of the Java cryptographic
library. Some Java cryptographic libraries have been vali-
dated by NIST, and if used, would be sufficient to ensure a
validated hash algorithm is used.

Digital Signatures. For digital signatures, Corda sup-
ports a wide range of digital signature algorithms. RSA is sup-
ported with SHA-256 as the hashing algorithm. For Elliptic
Curve Cryptography, P-256 is also supported with SHA-256
as the hashing algorithm. Both combinations are acceptable
according to NIST.

R3 Corda is implemented in the Kotlin and Java program-
ming languages and the digital signature implementations
are provided by the native Java environment [16]. Simi-
lar to cryptographic hashing, use of a NIST-validated Java
cryptographic library is sufficient to ensure a validated hash
algorithm is used.

4.4 Multichain

Hash Algorithms. Mining in Multichain is based on
a round-robin process of authorized miners [44]. That is, a
miner must receive permission to participate in the mining
network and can only mine blocks at some set frequency.
Block sealing occurs similarly to other blockchains. The
protocol for Multichain is based on Bitcoin, and the same
design decisions apply [45]. For block sealing, Multichain
uses SHA-256, a NIST-approved hashing algorithm [46].

Digital Signatures. For digital signatures, Multichain
only supports one digital signature algorithm. Like
Ethereum, this algorithm is secp256k1 [47]. This is not a
NIST-approved digital signature algorithm, and no other dig-
ital signature algorithms are provided.

Because secp256k1 does not meet NIST requirements, the
implementation cannot be validated.
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Blockchain Hash Digital Signatures PRNG Validation

Hyperledger Fabric SHA-256 ECDSA (P-256, P-385, P-521) Go No
Ethereum Ethash ECDSA (secp256k1) Go No
R3 Corda SHA-256 RSA, ECDSA (P-256) Java Yesa

Multichain SHA-256 ECDSA (secp256k1) C++ No
a If validated libraries are used

Table 3
Summary of blockchain platform evaluation

5 Conclusions

This paper has presented a high-level overview of five
general-purpose blockchain systems and evaluated them
against the relevant NIST cryptographic standard require-
ments. We found that one blockchain system, R3’s Corda,
can meet the NIST requirements, provided the full system
stack does not change the calculus. We believe this analysis
is valuable because Federal IT projects are mandated to meet
the NIST requirements under FISMA guidelines.

This analysis can also be used by private system integra-
tors and developers. The NIST requirements are frequently
used by non-Federal actors because of their rigor and ready
avail- ability. Blockchain offers an additional advantage to
private users because they can invite other users to join the
system after development is completed. Accordingly, private
developers who foresee eventually inviting Federal actors
to participate in their blockchain can meet the NIST require-
ments now with the understanding that this will support
future expansion into the Federal arena.
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